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For thousands of years, the upper class has been surrounded by the art industry with 

human history. However, the art market has recently grown in popularity, and commercial 

markets have been actively established. Furthermore, given the demand in the financial 

sector for art as an alternative investment product, it is clear that art has sufficient value 

as an investment asset. In addition, the NFT art market, which combines blockchain and 

painting, is rapidly expanding.



Although the access to the art market has been improved, the barriers to entry remain 

higher than in other markets. Furthermore, issues such as the aforementioned alteration 

controversy, opaque transactions, and unclear provenence are common. In fact, many 

Korean companies recently purchased paintings, but the domestic gallery that acted on 

their behalf did not open its distribution process and purchase price, and the company 

that bought the works faced a bankruptcy crisis, which is causing structural problems. 

CANVASN GALLERY PTE. LTD. has spent many years directly purchasing domestic and 

foreign artworks, building its own collection, and learning about the current state and 

trends of the art market, including galleries and art auction.



CANVASN GALLERY PTE. LTD. intends to create a new platform ecosystem, including 

artworks trade, auctions, exhibitions, and metaverse galleries, to satisfy buyers, artists, 

and galleries based on its prior market knowledge. We hope to influence the trend of 

modern art by reflecting current trends, allowing more diverse consumers to discover and 

enjoy art, and providing opportunities for promising artists and galleries to enter the art 

market. To that end, we will use the Canvas N platform and the GalleryCoin (GLR) 

ecosystem to promote the growth and improvement of the NFT market, as well as the 

domestic and international art markets.

1. Target Market
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1.1. Market Introduction
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1.2. Market Analysis

K content business exports surpassed 14 trillion won, a record high. Recently, the Ministry 

of Culture, Sports, and Tourism announced that the figure is up 4.4 percent from the 

previous year, according to the data. The most important aspect to note, however, is the 

rapid growth rate.



According to Hyundai Motor Securities' 2023 outlook for each K content category, sales 

of K content, including K-pop, K-drama, webtoons, and games other than K-pop, are 

increasing tenfold, or by 50%. When K content enters the US market, not only will the 

number of people enjoying K content increase by more than 50%, but so will the 

production size.



This K content's export value exceeds that of home appliances, secondary batteries, and 

electric vehicles. The most notable feature is that it has more than doubled in the last five 

to six years, and the increase is much larger. Initially popular in Asia, it is now spreading to 

the United States, North America, South America, and Europe.

1. Strong in the K Content Market and the Slump of the Domestic Art Market

14 Trillion won in K Content 

Exports is the Largest Ever

Annual Sales of the Content Industry

Source: Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism

2016 2018 2020 2021

106.1 Trillion

119.6 Trillion
128.3 Trillion

137.5 

Trillion

Annual Content Revenue

2016 2018 2020 2021

6.01 Billion

9.62 Billion

11.92 Billion

12.45 
Billion

Source: Hyundai Motor Securities Co., Ltd.

Market Outlook

 for 2023

U.S. Market Strategy 

for 2023

100 million copies (+16%)

7 million people (+25%)

2.5 million people

 (+52%) in Q4


(vs. 700,000 in 2019)
K-POP

120 pieces (+10%)

OTT Original 50 Episodes

10+ Q4 Mid Production 

(Apple, Hulu, UPI etc.)

K-Drama

Webtoon GMV 


5 trillion won (+25%)


Console sales 


increase by tenfold

Webtoon MAU 


20 million people+


Release of 


Blockbuster Console S/W

K-Content

2023 K-Content Category Forecasting
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According to the <2020 Art Market Survey> report, the domestic art market is gradually 

expanding, but it is still small in comparison to the K-content discussed earlier. The art 

market is still growing at a slower rate than K-content, but experts predict that it will 

explode in the coming years.



CANVASN GALLERY PTE. LTD. is creating a global art technology platform which aims to 

promote the growth of the domestic art market by changing the flow of the art 

ecosystem, just as K-content strengthens the global platform.

VS

Comparison of Korea and Global Art Market Sizes 

(Indicated by the Amount of Transactions)


2009, 2019, 2020, 2021

Unit : 100 million won/billion dollars

395

2009

644

2019

503

2020

651

2021

4,083

2009

4,146

2019

3,848

2020

7,562

2021

Source: <Art Market Survey 2020>, <Art Basel & US (2021)>, <Art Management Center 2022 Art Market Survey>

The formation of a global platform has contributed significantly to the remarkable growth 

of K content. Production capacity and conditions for free creation were created in the 

space where the East and the West meet, giving wings to the output of K-content.



As various growth engines are attached to K-content, its business scale is accelerating. 

The domestic art market is also performing admirably, but it appears to be maturing in 

comparison to K-content. Let us examine the data comparing the size of the Korean and 

global art markets.
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The global financial crisis had an impact on the art market in 2009, which saw sales of 

$39.5 billion. At the peak of about $66 billion in 2007, that is a 40% decline. Following 

that, the Chinese market experienced a boom, the US economy quickly recovered, and 

2011 saw a robust resurgence with sales just under $65 billion.


 Despite the fact that China's boom came to an end in 2012 with a decline in worldwide 

value, other countries, particularly the United States, saw strong sales that in 2014 

reached a record high of $68.2 billion. After then, it has decreased throughout a two-year 

period, particularly in 2020 as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. From $64.4 billion in 

2019, that represents a 22% decrease. Yet, the art industry has been recovering since 

2020, and we anticipate a market that will become more vibrant thanks to the online art 

market that NFT is developing.


Although the domestic art market is growing at a slower rate than K content, there is 

tremendous room for expansion. The size of the transaction, which combines changes in 

the class of people who like art that started in 2021 and the spread of art purchasing 

methods across online and offline lines, was where the possibility was discovered. Let's 

first examine the global art market and then examine the changes in the domestic art 

market because this trend is not unrelated to the trend of the global art market.

2. Potential of Domestic And Global Art Markets

Global Art Market Sales Trends (2009-2021)

Values (5billion) Values (million)Value Volume

$80 40

$40 20

$60 30

$20 10

$0 0

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

$39.5

31.0

35.1
36.8

35.5
36.5

38.8 38.1
36.1

39.1 39.8 40.5

31.4

36.7

$57.0
$64.5

$56.7
$63.6 $68.2 $63.8

$56.9
$63.7 $67.7 $64.4

$50.3

$65.1

*Source : Art Economics(2022)
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Hong Ki-hoon, "the Digital Economy Ecosystem that creates New Opportunities to Create NFT Future Class", Korea Economic Daily, 2022.1

Based on the quantity of work transactions, the domestic art market had a size of roughly 

390.4 billion won in 2015 and 396.5 billion won in 2016, 494.2 billion won was anticipated 

to have been spent in 2017, 448.2 billion won in 2018, and 414.7 billion won in 2019. 

extensive distribution. From 2014 to 2017, sales of artwork at venues (galleries, auction, 

and art fairs) grew steadily before beginning to decline in 2018. From 25,195 in 2012 to 

37,930 in 2018, there were somewhat less works traded on the art market.


 In Korea, there were 475 galleries operating as of 2019, and 12,034 artworks sold for 

around 185.2 billion won. The majority of sales (56.4%) came from sales at exhibitions, 

followed by sales at international art fairs (24.8%) and sales at domestic art fairs (11.4%).


Trend of the Domestic Art Market's Transaction Volume (2009-2019)

(million won) (Pieces)

Value of the transaction (left) Count of successful transactions (right)

600,000 30,000

700,000 35,000

800,000 40,000

400,000 20,000

300,000 15,000

200,000 10,000

100,000 5,000

500,000 25,000

0 0

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

29,224

408,304

483,563
472,259

440,518

324,927
349,646

390,382 396,469

494,243

448,224
414,673

27,729

31,297

25,195
26,865

26,915
28,415

33,348

35,712

39,367

37,930

*Source: Art Management Support Center, <2020 Art Market Survey>

1
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Hong Ki-hoon, "the Digital Economy Ecosystem that creates New Opportunities to Create NFT Future Class", Korea Economic Daily, 2022.2

The development and growth of the online art market is 2020's most important outcome. 

2020 saw a year-over-year increase in sales in the online art market of 100%, reaching 

$12.4 billion. The online market's share was only 9% in 2019 but increased to 25% in 

2020. Dealers (galleries) and art fairs started using online viewing rooms seriously after 

COVID-19, tripling their online market share from 13% to 39% year over year.

Amount of Online Artworks Transactions (2013-2021)

$ billion

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

$2

$6

$4

$10

$12

$14

$8

$3.1

$4.4 $4.7 $4.9 $5.4
$6.0 $6.0

$12.4

$0

*Source : Arts Economics(2022)

Comparison of Online and Offline Amount of Art Transactions (2016-2021)

% of sales values

5%

15%

10%

25%

30%

20%

2016

9% 9%

2017

8%
10%

2018

9%

12%

2019

9%

14%

2020

25%

18%

2021

20% 19%

0%

Art and antiques Retail

*Source : Arts Economics(2022)

2
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The percentage of online sales (20%) in 2021 has declined by 5% from the percentage in 

2020 (25%) but this is merely an adjustment because the offline market has resumed, and 

the percentage is still higher than the percentage in 2019 (9%). According to experts, it is 

doubtful that the above proportion will revert to pre-pandemic levels because the growth 

of the online art market platform has exposed buyers to digital interactions in art.

The "MZ generation" dominated the art market in 2020. The majority was made up of 

Millennials (52%), followed by Generation Z (32%). As of 2020, millennials had the highest 

rate of consumption, with 30% spending more than $1 million, compared to 17% of baby 

boomers. As a result, it appears that a market that can cater to recently established art 

consumers in the early 1980s and 2000s is necessary.

Primary Consumers of Domestic Art Markets Depending on Age Groups

*Source : Arts Economics(2022)

Millennial Generation

52%

Generation X 32%

Baby Boomer Generation 12 %

Generation of Silence 0.4% Generation Z 2.4%

Analysis of Age Groups Purchasing Artworks
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Galleries

Auctions

Art Fairs

375 galleries, or 78.9% of the total, had sales of less than 100 million won when the 

galleries were divided by the total value of the pieces sold. In the range of less than 100 

million won to 500 million won, 71 galleries accounted for 14.0%, and 29 galleries for 6.1%. 

In terms of the total amount of artwork sold in 2019, galleries had the biggest percentage 

of the primary distribution regions, followed by auction with 30.4%.

Predicting the Size of the Korean Art Market (2018-2021)

2,000

6,000

4,000

10,000

8,000

3,277

2020

9,223

20212019

3,812

-

*Source: Art Support Center, 2021 Korea Art Market Settlement Conference Data Collection (2022)

(100 million KRW)

Domestic Art Auction Markets - Percentage of Types of Auctions (2021)

*Source: Art Support Center, 2021 Conference Data Collection in Korea Art Market (2022)

Seoul Auction

49.8%

K Auction

41.3%

ETC.

9.0 %

My Art Auction
2.8%

Herald Art Day

2.4%

I-Auction
1.4% Rise Art

1.1%

A-Auction
0.9%

Seoul Auction

My Art Auction

I-Auction

A-Auction

Total Art Auction

K-Auction

Herald Art Day

Rise Art

Kan-Auction

Komo Auction

0.3% Kan-Auction

0.04% Total Art Auction
0.02% Komo Auction

From 2013 to 2018, the number of artworks sold at domestic auctions showed a 

continuous rise up until 2018, but in 2019, it fell by roughly 23.4% from the year before. 

Since 8,116 in 2012, the annual sales of artworks have increased steadily, reaching 

22,248 in 2019.
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Nine auction companies are currently in operation countrywide as of 2014, with five of 

them being general auction companies and the other four being online auction 

companies. There were 20,179 successful bids in 2019, totaling KRW 115.2 billion from 

nine auction businesses. Sales for the auction company were 99.5% from winning bids 

and 0.5% from non-auction transactions. 2019 had 518 auctions, the winning bid for 

domestic artworks was approximately 102.1 billion won, and the winning bid for 

international works was approximately 13.1 billion won.

The COVID-19 outbreak has caused a lot of disruption in the art industry since the first 

half of 2020, but art fairs, such the Korea International Art Fair (KIAF), have immediately 

gone online by showcasing their works through online viewing rooms.

In the instance of KIAF, there were approximately 36,000 visitors to the website during 

the event, averaging more than 10,000 per day. The most popular price range for artworks 

sold was between 10 million won and 50 million won, followed by between 50 million won 

and 100 million won and over 100 million won at 3% each.

As we've seen above, the art industry is quickly changing in response to new 

developments. So, it is vital to establish a platform that can expand accessibility to varied 

artworks at various rates in order to suit the increasingly diverse wants of clients. The 

platform Canvas N will offer will adhere to the standards set by the emerging art market.

Future

2023

Primary Catalysts and Effects of Changes in the Art Market After COVID-19

Covid19 ~ 2022

*Source: Art Support Center, 2021 Korea Art Market Settlement Conference Data Collection (2022)

Covid19

Polarization

Acceleration 

of change

Big Galleries, Auction Company
favor expensive works (stable), while urban areas speed up change

Change of Channels(OVR, Online Auction)

Millennials, NFTs, 

New Consumption, Metaverse

Collapse?

Recovery?

A New Era?



CANVASN GALLERY PTE. LTD. has established enterprise with a number of professionals 

and more than 10 curators involved in art distribution over the course of many years 

while also engaging in direct art trading, gathering market-related data, and designing 

businesses. It currently possesses 300 pieces of art valued at around 10 billion won, and 

it is assembling its own collection by acquiring it in a variety of ways from different sellers 

such as Gana Art, Seoul Auction, and K-Auction. In addition to constructing Canvas N (20 

billion units) in Gangnam for offline exhibitions and artworks, CANVASN GALLERY PTE. 

LTD. has established a number of commercial foundations, such as the creation of 

Metaverse Exhibition Hall and the ownership of the Milkomeda NFT.



In addition to its corporate capital of 5 billion won, the self-capitalized CANVASN 

GALLERY PTE. LTD. is a reliable company with a range of artistic assets, including pricey 

artworks and new gallery in Gangnam. It has committed more than 5 billion won to create 

technologically complex platforms like blockchain, and is currently developing a system 

based on artistic and technical data gathered over a two-year development period. 

Professional staff, including their own curators, spent two years studying market trends 

from many aspects and poured their hearts and souls into the platform during the 

service development phase.




 In this way, CANVASN GALLERY PTE. LTD. is supported by sound finances, has suppliers 

and partners, and has a thorough awareness of the art market as a whole. In order to 

secure connectivity to various businesses and further promote the industry, artists, and 

customers, it can also go from online platforms to offline galleries. CANVASN GALLERY 

PTE. LTD. will fulfill numerous art-related needs in line with the trend of digital 

transformation on the basis of this corporate foundation.

2. Project Background

12GalleryCoin

2.1. Business Foundation
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Art investment has been extremely popular recently. It increases the attractiveness of 

timeless art as a whole and its appeal as a reliable asset that doesn't focus too much on 

economic ups and downs. In addition to ordinary purchases, auctions, and forms ranging 

from winning to NFT, investment strategies are diversifying.


 


Many providers and customers are emerging in the art market along with this trend. The 

MZ generation, which created a new purchasing floor, is collecting different types of art 

such as auctions and NFTs in various ways, and the art sector is expanding quickly. More 

than $1 million blue chip artists are developing among emerging artists.



Large corporations have recently become more involved in art galleries and exhibitions, 

and Shinsegae Group and Hyundai Motor Group are also releasing their own NFTs, which 

are anticipated to increase in the future.



As a result, over the past few years, CANVASN GALLERY PTE. LTD.has developed 

relationships with every domestic industry and is also looking for methods to grow 

internationally. It also features a new community structure and membership function, and 

through introducing and assisting domestic and international galleries and artists, as well 

as offering global art knowledge, it will aid in the development of art as a whole. We have 

designed the Canvas N Art Ecosystem in order to make these functions possible. Canvas 

N's online/offline system and GalleryCoin will be able to achieve very high 

competitiveness in this art market environment where new wants must be satisfied.

2.2. Potential Opportunities



Canvas N (platform), an integrated online and offline art investment platform, GalleryCoin 

(GLR), a coin used by significant ecosystem services, and Milkomeda N, a PFP NFT for 

fostering a unique community, make up the majority of the Canvas N project.



Due to its system's dual specialization in blockchain and arts, CANVASN GALLERY PTE. 

LTD. provides data that best reflects the "digital transformation" trend in the art business. 

We intend to advance to a platform with an unmatched position in the art ecosystem 

where full-scale changes are beginning based on the aforementioned backdrop.



By quickly developing and introducing key elements and services, such as platforms, 

CANVASN GALLERY PTE. LTD. hopes to establish itself as a top player in the Korean art 

market. We will encourage involvement from users who are interested in art and set the 

trend through the linked membership of the Canvas N and Milkomeda N projects, while 

developing a global art ecosystem through the expansion of GalleryCoin.

3. Project Plan
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Utilize on Art Investment 
Platform Canvas N with 

GalleryCoin (GLR)

Global Art Trade

Transaction Support in 
NFT Market Place 

(Mainnet Development)

Metaverse Gallery 
Exhibition 

Artwork 

NFT Certificate

GalleryCoin

(GLR)

Canvas N

Canvas N Online
Platform for online art trading 

and bidding

Canvas N Offline
Offline platform for trading and 

bidding artworks

Canvas N NFT
NFT publishing and 

marketplace consulting

Canvas N Certificate

Art certificate provided

Canvas N Exhibition

On/Offline exhibition

Canvas N Metaverse
Web 3.0 exhibition in metaverse 

space

Canvas N Artist
Offering each artist specialized 
services and accommodations

Canvas N Service
Offer monthly magazines and 

specialized curation, etc.

Milkomeda N PFP NFT

Special NFT and Milkomeda N 

Milkomeda N Goods
Increase royalty by producing a 

variety of goods

Milkomeda N Community
Communities that are active, like 

those where influencers are involved

Milkomeda N Partnership
Partnerships pertaining to 

the arts

Milkomeda N



The First Main Model of


Canvas N (Milkomeda N)

Kim Soo-hyun
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The objective is to create a platform that enables simple online trade of galleries and artwork 

by domestic and international artists.01

To create a representative NFT market both domestically and internationally 

(handling only the PFP project and NFT Art)02

The development of Metaverse Gallery offers a cutting-edge art ecosystem.03

The issuance of NFT guarantees will increase transparency in the art provenence process.04

Construction of the Art and Art NFT Auction Market05

Canvas N Platform and Ecosystem Development and GalleryCoin Issued06

Community Institution (Enhance VIP membership by issuing 10,000 Milkomeda N)07

Establish an offline gallery to improve service and dependability 

(given experience and Gallery/NFT exhibition)08

Discovering and promoting rising artists09

Donation to strenghthen culture and art10

17GalleryCoin

Canvas N is a platform for art and investment where galleries and artists from all over the 

world can freely register, sell their creations, and exhibit their work as well as regularly hold 

auctions through Metaverse Gallery. A comprehensive offline environment named "Canvas 

N Offline" and an online service called "Canvas N Online" make up Canvas N. The followings 

are the goals and aptitudes that Canvas N is aiming for:

Canvas N is created to build an art-investment platform that offers a unique experience 

with collaborations with different galleries and art auction companies at domestic and 

abroad in order to successfully carry out the aforementioned responsibilities.



Next part will have more details about Canvas N's services in the following section, 

including the unique services it offers that encompass both online and offline activities.

3.1. Canvas N (Platform)
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3.1.1. Canvas N Online 

ART HOME

ART

ARTWORKS

ARTISTS

GALLERIES

COLLECTION

MILKOMEDA N

NFT HOME

(LAUNCH PAD)

NFT 

COLLECTION

NFT

ONLINE 

AUCTION

EVENT

AUCTION

AUCTION

CUSTOMER 

SERVICE

MAGAZINE

CART

SERVICE LOGIN/JOIN CONNECT 

WALLET

KOREAN

CHINESE

JAPANESE

INDONESIAN

ENGLISH

LANGUAGE

Canvas N Platform Service Structure
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3.1.2 Canvas N Offline

An offline gallery and platform called Canvas N Offline was created to offer a unique client 

experience. Canvas N Offline is mostly used for art impressions, more unique 

experiences, and offline optimization events that are challenging to feel online. It will also 

function as a venue for the administration, display, and collection of artworks.



Canvas N Offline will plan NFT art exhibitions in addition to exhibitions of actual artworks. 

These exhibitions will use blockchain technology and digital frames, and they will include 

special auctions and events as well as VIP spaces and rooftop communities for members 

who are more sincere about art. For Canvas N members who visit these offline places, VIP 

lounges and private events are planned, and they will offer an offline experience that 

blends art.

Gangnam Gallery 

(planned to open on 2023/05)

Canvas N Gangnam

Seojong Gallery 

(planned to open on 2024/10)

Canvas N Seojong



3.1.3 Canvas N (Utilities and Services)

Canvas N is aiming the strengthen the following services

Art Transactions and Auction Bidding01

Metaverse Gallery02

Artwork NFT Certificate03

NFT Minting / NFT Marketplace04

Art Fairs and Exhibitions05

06 Artists and Galleries Support

07 Donation and Service

08 Additional Supplementary Services (Art Tours, Rental, Consignment Sales and Loans)

The world has a thriving art commerce. Fraud, forgery, and alteration are issues that arise 

in international art transfers, along with exchange fees and exchange rates associated 

with foreign currency transactions.



In order to overcome this, Canvas N set up a way to remove transactional obstacles using 

its own GalleryCoin. Through a transaction system that reduces transaction barriers such 

transparent transaction data, exchange rates, and fees, we hope to contribute to the 

revival of the art market.

1. Art Trade and Art Auction

Global Trade

Bank

GalleryCoin (GLR)

Collector
Nation A

Collector
Nation BShipping

Exchange Remittance
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Users of the platform can enjoy exhibitions in metaverse galleries by Canvas N. The 

Canvas N Metaverse enables NFT art exhibitions, and rental services in addition to 

converting and displaying the works of artists and galleries who choose to participate in 

Canvas N as ultra-high resolution materials. Using the infinitely flexible metaverse 

exhibition hall, anybody can access the advantages of cultural infrastructure from any 

location. This makes it feasible to engage in creative work activities that were previously 

impossible due to the constraints of physical space-time.



Users can freely sell and display Web 3.0-based artworks in the Metaverse Gallery, 

where they can also enjoy a variety of artistic values from around the world. The 

Metaverse Gallery is where the genuine NFT artworks are traded, and there are no 

exchange fees or exchange rate concerns when using GalleryCoin.



The history of Canvas N's digital art displays includes the use of VFX and blockchain 

technologies like the Milkomeda N Project and GalleryCoin. These skills can be used to 

create metaverse environments that are appropriate for the creative setting, and 

Canvas N curators can offer specialized curatorial services.



Users can also take advantage of the manufacturing and consumption aspects of the 

GalleryCoin token economy in the metaverse.


2. Metaverse Gallery

Canvas N Metaverse Gallery

1. Metaverse Gallery based on 
know-how

2. Advantages of Web 3.0's 

Unconstrained Cultural Infrastructure

3. Unconventional creative endeavors

4. Token Economy in Metaverse

Transactions using GalleryCoins

Increased Accessibility for Rising Artists

Enjoy Exhibition Freely

Special Curation and Consulting

Unlimited Transaction in Platform Canvas N

GalleryCoin (GLR)
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Presently, issues with tax evasion or the concealment of criminal funds in the art 

distribution process are also worsening public awareness of art transactions and eroding 

trust between the parties. These issues also exist in the art market, where issues with 

fraud and forgery continue to occur.



To address these challenges, Canvas N offers a digital guarantee service to ensure that 

customers who purchase artwork believe it is genuine. The service is realized by "issuing 

an NFT Certificate", which refers to entering distribution information, artwork information, 

and the source of the work in the real art transaction into the guarantee, issuing the 

guarantee as an NFT, and storing it permanently and invariably through blockchain 

records. Canvas N supports NFT certificate as well as physical artwork guarantees when 

trading art. Subsequently, you can check the authenticity, provenence, and transaction 

history within the platform through the blockchain book recorded in the NFT certificate.

Records are added to the blockchain as transactions are completed on the Canvas N 

platform, giving purchasers access to more trustworthy information. Also, sellers who 

contribute to the ecology of the platform through the Artowrk NFT Certificate provided by 

Canvas N may be eligible for commission discounts based on their contribution. When a 

group of potential customers requests these metadata, open distribution systems and 

aggregated transaction data can accurately value the work they want to buy. Therefore 

you can anticipate the platform to be engaged, the more you use the Canvas N platform, 

the larger the benefits for all market participants.

3. Digital Guarantee Service : Artwork NFT Certificate

ARTWORK NFT CERTIFICATE 

Collector

(Potential 

Buyer)possible to check 

provenence and artwork 

transaction data.

BuyerSeller

ART

ARTWORK NFT 
CERTIFICATE 

Transaction-based transparent 
provenence

Information about transactions using 
metadata

Information about transactions in metadata.

Provide 

Trustworthy Information 


(Forgery Proof)

Reasonable 

Commission



Buy SellFlow Chart of NFT Trade

NFT 

Artworks

Seller 

Digital Wallet

Buyer

Digital Wallet

Saving and Remittancing 

Cryptocurrencies

1

Buying NFT2

NFT Minting and Registering1

3 Saving NFT Ownership Certificate After Purchasing

2

Cryptocurrency 

Deposited 

After Selling

- Ownership proved by blockchain innovations


- Providing solutions for high entry barrier to 

participating in the market


- Market participation from digitally-friendly 


MZ generation

Collector

Creation like 

Photos and Paintings

Cryptocurrency 

Exchange

Artist

- Create new markets


- Provide opportunities 

for rising artists
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Advisory & Consulting

Business Model Setup and 


NFT Business Model Consulting
PR & Marketing

Management of 

Brands and Marketing

Market Management

After First Minting, Initial Management and Responding 


Manual Partnership, Media Promotion, Event Support

Technical Support

Technical Help for NFT Mining 
Transaction Platform Support

Project Acceleration

Entry Strategy for Domestic and International NFT 

Market Busuiness regarding minting

Based on their expertise in managing a variety of NFT projects, Canvas N which had a 
experience of issuing Milkomeda N offers consulting services to clients who directly issue 
or wish to issue NFTs. It is feasible to offer integrated solutions from NFT generating, 
mining technology support, and secondary transaction marketplaces after the formation 
of NFT business models and business models. Together with technical support, Canvas N 
also offers operational expertise on a range of challenges that could come up before and 
after mining. Even after issuing, we will continue to promote the creation of numerous 
alliances and community networks through brand and marketing management for the 
appropriate NFT ecosystem, boosting the project's worth.

NFT Marketplace is supported by Canvas N, which offers a trading platform designed 
specifically for PFP NFT and Art NFT. We will support other networks, including Gallery 
Coin (GLR) and Clayton, starting with Ethereum (ETH), which makes up the majority of the 
NFT market (KLAY). By using words and user-friendly interfaces that are friendly to local 
users and giving information on both domestic and foreign NFT initiatives, it will improve 
usability. Additionally, it will open up new doors for upcoming artists and serve as a 
launching pad for galleries and established artists to access the NFT market.

4. NFT Minting / NFT Marketplace
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5. Art Fairs and Exhibitions

While submitting their artwork to renowned art fairs, 


Canvas N will aggressively collaborate with both domestic 


and international galleries. In fact, we actively promote 

domestic and international artists through the organization of 

expert curators in physical galleries and virtual exhibitions. Jang Hyun-woo, CEO of CANVASN GALLERY 
PTE. LTD., and Miguel Chevalierat the exhibition 
"Digital Beauty" that collaborated with CEO Jang 
Hyun-woo.

6. Support for Galleries and Artists

The mission of Canvas N is to encourage artists' exhibitions and creative endeavors while 

also giving the general public access to cultural experiences. By entering into 

collaborations or exclusive agreements with up-and-coming artists and small and 

medium-sized galleries, GalleryCoin will be used to support the creation of art and lay the 

groundwork for a solid basis in the art industry based on Canvas N. With Canvas N's 

online and offline platforms, metaverse galleries, and other resources, supported artists, 

galleries, and partners have access to a wide range of activities as well as exclusive 

marketing advantages.

A specific amount of Canvas N's activity-related revenue is donated. The Culture and 

Arts Foundation will receive the allocation of tokens stored in the name of contribution 

activities and utilize them for community service and education for the art world.


In addition to giving program participants a certain amount of money to continue 

sustainable donations and volunteer activities through online and offline exhibitions, it is 

intended to encourage young students who have the capacity to influence the future 

direction of the global art market. Through organizing events with staff, and artists such 

as cultural volunteer work and contributions, Canvas N makes a positive social impact.

7. Donation and Charity 

Canvas N offers various services that are related to art.


With the help of the Canvas N art tour, you may see well-known domestic and 

international exhibitions and pairs while getting explanations from knowledgeable 

docents. Professional curators of Canvas N also offer thorough and simple descriptions of 

the show, ranging from in-depth information to storytelling.

8. Other Supplementary Services (Art Tours, Rental, Consignment Sales and Loans)
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Via rental business, Canvas N offers space for public exhibitions and corporate events. 

Excellent accessibility and first-rate facilities at Canvas N Gangnam support competent 

exterior planning exhibits while offering a more distinctive setting outside of the typical 

white cube.

Catering Support Company Conference
(Acoustic equipment and imaging 

equipment available)

Special Exhibition
(Media exhibition available)

Also, Canvas N offers extra services including the acquisition, consignment, and art 

auction  as well as financing based on the thorough evaluation of qualified appraisers.

Canvas N Purchasing Flowchart

STEP1

Purchasing 
Inquiries

STEP2

The 1st 
Internal 

discussion

STEP4

Pricing and 
Assessment

STEP6

Payment  and 
any required 

follow-up 
actions

STEP1

Product 
Inquiries

STEP2

The 1st 
Internal 

discussion

STEP3

Consignment 
Registration

STEP4

Pricing and 
Assessment

STEP5

Export to 
Auction or Sell

STEP6

Payment  and 
any required 

follow-up 
actions

Canvas N Consignment Sales/Auction Flowchart

Loan Service for Canvas N Art Flowchart

 Application through
 Canvas N Emai

 Fill out the Canvas N Loan Form 
application completely

Client 1:1 Consultation 

with Administrator

Internal Audit Appraisal Artworks Receiving Product Payments 

a special opportunity to get in 

depth knowledge about 

artworks

Professional Art Tour

only a small group of 

participants to be more 

refreshingly immersive

A Small Group of 
Participants

professional docents 

majoring culture and the arts 

organize customized tours 

for visitors.

Customized Art Tour

clear explanations from an 

adequate distance

Microphone + Audio 
Receiver
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The First Main Model of


Canvas N (Milkomeda N)

Seo-Rina

당신의 첫 NFT

3.1.4. NFT Project by Canvas N
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Community

Professional Curators Consulting 


and Offering the On/Offline Spaces 


to Build a Community to Lead 


the Global Trend

Brand

Strengthening Royalties and Inducing NFT Value Increase through Various Goods Production

Fandom of Canvas N

10,000 VIP members of 


Art Investment Platform Canvas N
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“We keep working together with 


influential people from around the world.”

Canvas N is not just for paintingl. To give platform users a range of experiences, 

integrate with the general culture like sports, movies, musicals etc. and broaden 

our platform's reach to other countries.

Initially, Milkomeda N worked with a particular Pacquiao-DK Yoo fight. The 

conclusion of the special game was intended to raise money for the Ukrainian 

conflict, which sparked an interplay between aesthetic worth and global giving. 

We gave the participants a special NFT to remember the game, and these various 

activities would raise the status and worth of every user using GalleryCoin.
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Milkomeda N Project, Young and Rich Society NFT project that values culture and the 

arts, is a PFP NFT that was created for the active expansion of the Canvas N environment. 

Over the course of more than a year, we worked with numerous teams, including writers 

and studios, to develop a worldview and made tremendous efforts to give each work of 

art value by reflecting current trends and using a variety of colors, expressions, and 

expressions. By finding partners to serve as members, it is also intended to offer more 

diversified and simple access to art. This enables us to anticipate a robust community of 

holders who anticipate long-term and consistent rise in value rather than holders seeking 

quick gains.



The VIP membership of the Canvas N platform is linked to Milkomeda N, which also 

functions as a promotional agent. Additionally, it will instantly construct the GalleryCoin 

wallet, making it an early supporter and holder. The PFP NFT project Milkomeda N is built 

on a compelling narrative created by its partner business, VFX studio "LIX." By the 

cooperation of scenario and video professionals, we produced a worldview of unmatched 

quality over the course of more than a year. The new Milkomeda N narrative, which was 

written by five different trives, allows you to experience discovering "another myself."

Entertainer Healer Innovator Creator Artist

“또 다른 나, milkomeda N”
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Milkomeda N offers actual iPad drawings to holders in order to get over the constraints of 

the current basic producing PFP NFT project. Milkomeda N also increases the value of the 

actual painting and the NFT by organizing offline exhibitions and selling 1,045 artworks.



This is the first attempt in Korea. And Also this project eventually became an iconic 

artworks. Together with the original artwork, the Milkomeda NFT project's artistic merit is 

highlighted by aggressive character enterprises such varied commodities creation, 

extensive storylines, webtoons, and 3D films.

<The First and Largest NFT Exbition at the Seoul Auction Gangnam Center>
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The World-Loved Top Influencers of Korea 


Voluntarily Participated in the Milkomeda N Project.

Kim hee chul 

(Creator holder)

Super Junior

Kim yong jun

(Healer holder)

SG Wannabe

Kang seung yoon 

(Entertainer holder)

Winner

Jang soo won

(Innovator holder)

Sechskies

JINU 

(Artist holder)

Winner

Gill 

(Healer holder)

Leessang

Kim dong hyuk

(Innovator holder) 

iKon

Kim jong min

(Artist holder)

Koyote

Kim sang hyuk

(Innovator holder)

Singer
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The World-Loved Top Influencers of Korea 


Voluntarily Participated in the Milkomeda N Project.

Sleepy 

(Entertainer holder)

Rapper

Kong hyun joo 

(Artist holder)

Actress

Joo woo jae

(Entertainer holder)

Actor

Sim ji ho 

(Innovator holder)

Actor

Jang sung kyu

(Creator holder)

Entertainer

Park kwang jae

(Entertainer holder)

Actor

 Lee yong jin

(Entertainer holder)

Entertainer

Lee sang jun 

(Healer holder)

Entertainer

Lee jin ho 

(Artist holder)

Entertainer
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The World-Loved Top Influencers of Korea 


Voluntarily Participated in the Milkomeda N Project.

 Lee eun Ji 

(Healer holder)

Entertainer

Kang jae jun 

(Artist holder)

Entertainer

Kwun hyuk soo 

(Creator holder)

Entertainer

Seyoon Moon

(Entertainer holder)

Entertainer

Yoo byung jae 

(Entertainer holder)

Entertainer

Hwang je seong

(Creator holder)

Entertainer

Kim yong myoung

(Healer holder)

Entertainer
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The World-Loved Top Influencers of Korea 


Voluntarily Participated in the Milkomeda N Project.

Park jun yong

(Entertainer holder)

UFC Player

Park chu young

(Entertainer holder)

Soccer Player

Woo ji won

(Entertainer holder)

Basketball Player

Lee won hee

(Entertainer holder) 

Judo Player

Kyungeun Noh

(Entertainer holder)

Baseball Player

Kyungsu Park

(Entertainer holder)

Baseball Player



3.2 GalleryCoin(GLR)
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The fundamental platform of this project, Canvas N, offers a variety of art and NFT art 

services. Canvas N also created a decentralized approach for a transparent art 

ecosystem that cannot be changed above with its token, GalleryCoin. It has the 

advantage of being able to use many things, including smart contracts, because it was 

produced in accordance with the ERC-20 standard and may be issued, communicated, 

and retained over the Ethereum public blockchain network.



The long-term upward trend and recent changes in the "digital transformation" of the art 

market, such as NFT and Metaverse, are driving the global art market's rapid growth, but 

market participants' anxiety over the aforementioned modulation controversy, murky 

transactions, and ambiguous distribution history has slowed the domestic art market's 

expansion.

GALLERYCOIN(GLR)

GalleryCoin

(GLR)

Canvas N Online

Platform for online art trading 
and bidding

Canvas N NFT

NFT publishing and 
marketplace consulting

Canvas N Exhibition

On/Offline exhibition

Canvas N Artist

Offering each artist specialized 
services and accommodations

Canvas N Offline

Offline platform for trading and 
bidding artworks

Canvas N Certificate

Art certificate provided

Canvas N Metaverse

Web 3.0 exhibition in metaverse 
space

Canvas N Service

Offer monthly magazines and 
specialized curation, etc.

GalleryCoin(GLR)
Token Economy

1. Utilizing GalleryCoin (GLR) 

in the "Canvas N" Art Investment Platform

 Support trade/participate in auctions/register artworks

2. Global Art Trade

 Trade with artworks from various nations and artists
 Transaction Support of Global Auction Corporation

3.  Transaction Support in NFT Market Place 

(Mainnet Development)

 Minting, issuing, restration, transaction

4. Support Metaverse Gallery 

 Exhibition in metaverse spac
 Transaction of NFT artworks in the metaverse space

5. Artwork NFT Certificate

 Everyone can check freely the artwork information 
through meta data

 Via transactions, it offers a transparent delivery 
provenence.
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The following functions are carried out by GalleryCoin (GLR) in the Canvas N ecosystem.

1. Utilizing GalleryCoin in the Global Art Investment Platform Canvas N

Cross-border transactions involving art happen often. The global art market is currently 

run by traders using several currencies, allowing all market players to suffer exchange 

rate fees and risks. By building an integrated worldwide transaction system through 

GalleryCoin, Canvas N seeks to realize the global expansion of the Korean art market.

2. Support for Transaction Methods within the NFT marketplace (in mainnet 

development)

Canvas N offers an NFT marketplace tailored for PFP NFT and Art NFT. Via the NFT 

Marketplace, platform users can exchange NFT works, and they can utilize GalleryCoin 

to access services like NFT Minting and Launchpad. By DAO governance utilizing 

GalleryCoin, Canvas N's NFT Marketplace is creating a decentralized system that will 

serve as a guide for projects issued by Canvas N to complete the fundamental tasks of 

the blockchain.

3. Support for the Metaverse Gallery

Through Canvas N Metaverse Gallery, international exhibition and purchasing of artwork 

are possible. The use of GalleryCoin by participants allows for free transactions that go 

beyond many realistic limitations. All metaverse participants can engage in token 

economies like production and consumption using GalleryCoin, and users who want to 

display their own artworks can participate using this currency.

4. Using Artwork NFT Certificate On the Artworks Traded in Canvas N

The Artwork NFT Certificate is issued when the artwork is traded via Canvas N. When 

the NFT Art is traded through Canvas N, the Artwork NFT Certificate  is included in that 

transaction. Anybody can verify the information by filling out the artwork transaction 

information in the NFT's metadata as soon as the Artwork NFT Certificate is received. In 

the mechanism described above, some fees are waived for customers who have made 

contributions to the token ecosystem, and the waived fees result in the burning of 

GalleryCoins, which lowers inflation and creates a positive feedback loop.
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5. Offering Extra Services to Activities of Various Partners, Galleries, Artists, and 

Collectors

The art ecosystem of the Canvas N includes partners from other art-related industries 

and extends beyond the company's own platform. Through these relationships, you can 

take use of the knowledge of industry leaders in each discipline and offer cutting-edge 

services to ecosystem users. Galleries, artists, and collectors who use the Canvas N 

platform can benefit from this extensive ecosystem by using GalleryCoin.

6. Utilize in Milkomeda N Project by Canvas N

Canvas N users can interact with the token ecosystem by using Milkomeda N, the first 

NFT project made available by Canvas N in Milkomeda N. Milkomeda N's community 

initiatives will be enhanced with GalleryCoin, which will ultimately lead to the expansion 

of the token ecosystem.
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Auction companies that dominate the global art market are frequently mistaken for other 

currencies including the dollar, yen, yuan, and euro, as well as for countries like Indonesia, 

India, and Hong Kong. A 20% commission of the winning bid when buying and a 10% 

commission from the collector when selling are common examples of the unfair market 

structure that is still in place.



By the activities listed below, Canvas N offers a workable profit structure to address this 

market structure issue. Additionally, we want to keep increasing the worth of GalleryCoin 

and Canvas N by ongoing initiatives like supporting exclusive artists and luring advertisers 

to both online and offline channels.

Revenue Structure and Direction for Further Growth for Canvas N

Gallery

Artist

Collector

Collector

ART

Artwork Seller Commision 7.5%

Metaverse Gallery

Entry fee for Gallery

Entry fee

Transaction Commission

Exhibition / Managing Exclusive Artists 

/ Advertisement

Value Increase in Canvas N and GLR

Auction

Seller

Seller Commision 10%

Successful Bidder

Buyer Commssion 5%

NFT Market

NFT

Artist

Collector

Collector

NFT Transaction Commission 2.5%

Minting Service and  
Consulting Fee

4. GalleryCoin(GLR) Token Economy

4.1 Revenue Structure of Canvas N
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The variety of this profit structure will be reflected in the token economy that GalleryCoin 

plans to create. The greatest variety of art, from traditional artworks to future-focused Art 

NFT, is offered by the Canvas N art ecosystem. Additionally, by luring diverse market 

participants, from standard art transactions to blockchain-based payment mechanisms 

like metaverse, we are creating a token ecosystem. The growth of galleries, artists, NFT 

teams, and collectors will coincide with the expansion of the art market in the transparent 

token economy of GalleryCoin.

4.2 GalleryCoin(GLR) Token Economy

The art market has continued to rise in value throughout the more than a thousand years 

since the Middle Ages in Europe, and it has been shown that the profit structures of 

participants are changing in a variety of ways.

GalleryCoin(GLR) Token Economy

Payment given excluding 
commission

Utilize GLR when 
purchasing artworks

Advisors Partnership

Platform

Collector

Collector

Commision of 

the Second Transaction

Gallery

Artist

NFT Team

Artwork/NFT given

Professional and 

Convenient Platform

G
iv

in
g 

Be
ne

fit
s 

ab
ou

t 

Co
ns

ul
tin

g

G
iving


Benefits about constructing 

Canvas N Ecosystem

Provide benefits through GLR regarding 

the art ecosystem and platform contribution

Contribution of constructing ecosystem 

through NFT
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These are the key components of GalleryCoin, the reason for allocation, and the usage 

strategy.

1. Canvas N Platform

Reservation for platform use (Art, ART NFT, Auction, Metaverse Gallery)

2. Ecosystem

Allotted to aid users in participating in the token economy while online and offline 

platforms Canvas N, as well as an extensive creative ecosystem based on them, are 

being developed.

3. Liquidity

Allocated to offer liquidity so that consumers can conduct transactions without difficulty 

as first exchange listing, etc.

4. Business and Marketing

Coins will be allocated and used to actively run businesses, develop business 

relationships, and create ecosystems in order to successfully establish the Canvas N 

platform.

5. Milkomeda N

Benefits provided depending on contribution to ecosystem

6. Canvas N Team

Allocated to support effective teamwork and project creation.

7. Advisor

Allocated to specialists in fields including art, blockchain, and platform who advise


Canvas N.

8. Donation

Allocated to young students and rising artists who could help the sustainable 


growth of the art market.



Groups Token amount Portion Lock-up Vesting Plan

Seed Sale 20,000,000 1.0% - -

Private Sale 20,000,000 1.0% 3 Months Vesting for 6 months

Strategic Sale 8,000,000 0.4% 3 Months Vesting for 18 months

Public Sale 20,000,000 1.0% - Vesting for 36 months

Team 200,000,000 10.0% 24 Months Vesting for 24 months

Advisor 100,000,000 5.0% 24 Months Vesting for 24 months

Ecosystem 300,000,000 15.0% 6 Months Vesting for 36 months

Liquidity 200,000,000 10.0% - Vesting for 12 months

Marketing 200,000,000 10.0% - Vesting for 12 months

Platform 600,000,000 30.0% 24 Months Vesting for 60 months

MilkomedaN Owners 132,000,000 6.6% 1 Month Vesting for 6 months

Charity 100,000,000 5.0% - Vesting for 60 months

Reserve 100,000,000 5.0% 6 Months Vesting for 24 months

Total Issue 2,000,000,000 100.0%

Token Allocation and Distribution

Token Basic Information

ERC-20 Standard (Etherium blockchain network)

0xd54619E0b9899D74Cc9B981354Eb6b59732c43B1

2,000,000,000 GLR

20,000,000 GLR

Standard Token,


Fundamental Network

Token Contract Address

Maximum Volume

Initial Volume

Name (Ticker) GALLERYCOIN (GLR)
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TOKEN ALLOCATION

‘Sale’ Allocation

29.4%
Seed Sale

29.4%
Public Sale

11.8%
Strategic Sale

29.4%
Private Sale

3%
Wine NFT


/ Champagne NFT

10%
PFP NFT + Pet 20%

milkomedaN Pet NFT

‘MilkomedaN Owners’ Allocation

50%
milkomedaN 


PFP NFT17%
Community reward

GLR

15 %
Ecosystem

10%
Team

5%
Reserve

5%
Charity 5%

Advisor

30%
Platform

10%
Liquidity

10%
Marketing

6.6%

milkomedaN Owners

3.4%
Sale
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Groups Token amount Portion Lock-up Vesting Plan

Public Sale 2,000,000 10.00% - -

Liquidity 3,000,000 15.00% - -

Marketing 7,000,000 35.00% - -

Platform 5,000,000 25.00% - -

milkomeda N Owners 3,000,000 15.00% - -

Total Issue 20,000,000 100.0%

INITIAL ALLOCATION

INITIAL ALLOCATION

GLR

35%
Marketing

25%
Platform

15%
Liquidity

10%
Public Sale

15%
milkomedaN Owners
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5. Project Roadmap

2022

The First Quarter Milestone Accomplished

1Q Canvas N Ecosystem Established

- The new market ecosystem for the merging of the art industry with 

blockchain technology is the Canvas N ecosystem initiative.


- Canvas N platform, Milkomeda N project,


   Offline gallery and GalleryCoin (GLR) Plans

Plans for Milkomeda N Project

- The first large-scale project in Korea to incorporate actual art and NFT


- Partnership with a variety of companies and professionals 


from the Korean Art Community.

The Second Quarter Milestone Accomplished

2Q Canvas N Platform Development Begins  

(1.3 billion won in  Platform Construction Costs)

Work with leading blockchain companies to launch Canvas N platform 
development

Planning by Milkomeda N Project Worldview

(High-quality video, webtoon, and character production  
with a content cost investment of 1.1 billion won)

- Collaborate with a design team with a solid career to create five 


   distinctive characters


- With the leading company in VFX globally, making webtoons and videos 


with original plots and vibrant colors

Influencers from Various Industries Participating in Korea


- Korean actors, comedians, and SNS influencers who voluntarily participate
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2022

The Third Quarter Milestone Accomplished

3Q Canvas N Art Investment Platform Launch Preparation

- The first model of Canvas N, which is a reliable representation of 


the new market, signing a contract with actor Kim Soo-hyun


- The enhancement of artistry with hiring 10 professional curators

Milkomeda N Launching Preparation

- Actress Seorina , the main model for milkomeda N enter a contract

The First and Largest NFT Exhibition that Never Seen  
Before in Korea at the Main building of Seoul Auction
(With a Budget of More than 700 million won)

- Preparation for the first NFT show in Korea where visitors can simultaneously 


view NFT works and actual artworks is underway


- The large scale exhibition to promote Milkomeda N Project’s artistic prowess


- 1,000 ready supplies were sold out, and more pre-orders were placed

Launching Marketing Project
(Aggressive Marketing, Investment worth 1.5 billion)

- Creation of TV ads and promotions using only the best models 

   (With the investment of more than 1.2 billion won, the exclusive model is 

used to create a public-friendly image)


- Bus advertising in Seoul and other metropolitan cities


- Commence project promotion with Gangnam outdoor advertising

Milkomeda N Project Plans

- First major project in Korea to incorporate both actual art and NFT is 

Milkomeda N Project


- Work together with a variety of partners and specialists from the Korean art 

community

4Q Canvas N Beta Open

- www.canvasn.co.kr Start platform ecosystem by opening


- Canvas N marketing begins :  advertisements with famous magazines


(Monthly art, GQ, Luxury, etc.) and SNS company owned


- Various events for recruiting members : event auction and sns linking event
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2022

The Fourth Quarter Milestone Accomplished

4Q Milkomeda N Launching

- NFT minting completed through program that belongs to company


- Launch by tribes : 5 types of 10,000 NFT minting completed


- Reveal  story, webtoon and videos through Milkomedan homepage


- Reveal 100 legendary works with artistic motifs


- Sell goods (wine/champagne art toy etc) using Milkomeda N IP


   Intensive investment of more than 500 million won is made 


in the creation of IP contents, including Milkomeda N Products

2023 1Q Ready for Canvas N Platform Official Opening

- Art investment global platform with art trading/auction/NFT market 

   New customer registration events and official opening of service

Ready for CanvasN Offline Gallery Opening

- MOU with Daegu Hwarang Association 


- MOU with major Galleries in Korea


- 


- 


-

MOU with VERSACE HOME 

MOU with DOLCE & GABBANA CASA 

MOU with BENTLEY HOME

Milkomeda N

- The introduction of robot pet NFT, and the release of NFT 


   in response to Milkomeda N reinforce presence 

   (2,500 robot pets)

GalleryCoin(GLR)

- Release Announcement for GalleryCoin (GLR): 


GalleryCoin Presale / Milkomeda N Holder Airdrop / Canvas N Member Airdrop


/ Community Event

GalleryCoin(GLR) will be Listed on          LBank, the Tenth-Largest 

Cryptocurrency Exchange in the World(3.9)
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2023 2Q Opening Canvas N Offline Gallery Gangnam  

(20 billion, Newly Constructed)

- Large opening exhibition will be held


- The establishment of Canvas N Gangnam, a complete cultural venue, 


    stimulates business


- A company collection  worth 10 billion won will be display and 


    an exhibition with different artists will be continued

Develop the Extensive Services of Canvas N

- Global Service for Canvas N Support


- PFP NFT and NFT Art Market Launch


- Kickstart the launch of of offline services with artists/galleries


- Active artists and galleries active engaged through expanded services

Participate in Art Busan 2023

GalleryCoin(GLR) will be Listed in Cryptocurrency Exchanges 

Milkomeda N Special NFT Issued

NFTs related to art and culture issued

3Q Support for Digital Wallet Use and Connectivity in the  
Canvas N Platform

Improved Online/Offline Connection for Canvas N

The First Canvas N Private Auction 
(Participation is limited to those who are qualified to have GalleryCoins)

Activate On/Offline Platform(Gallery, Artist, Event)

500 Artists(including NFTs), 50 Galleries will be Drawn 

Participate in Frieze Seoul

GalleryCoin(GLR) will be Listed in Domestic Cryptocurrency Exchanges 

The First Canvas N Rising Artist Contest 
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2023

2024

4Q Expansion of Canvas N Services

Support exhibitions of artists, artworks and galleries on platform

Activate On/Offline Platform

Collaborations with high-profile partnerships and auction companies 


both domestically and internationally

Open the Metaverse Gallery 

“Art Tour of Canvas N" will be Launched 

(a Famous Docent will be Leading)

GalleryCoin(GLR) will be Listed Additionally Both on Domestic and 

Global Cryptocurrency Exchanges 

1Q The Second Canvas N Private Auction 
(Participation is limited to those who are qualified to have GalleryCoins)

Activate Metaverse Gallery Exhibition

Attracting rising artists actively and holding exhibitions

Canvas N Overseas Expansion, 

Exhibition will be held in Collaboration with Major Galleries in Japan.

Canvas N ambassador and docents will be selected
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6. Team Members

Title / Name Background

Academic Ability

Advertising and Public Relations, Chung-ang University

Current

CEO of Canvas N


- Retention of VERSACE HOME, DOLCE GABBANNA 

CASA,BENTLY HOME, ETRO HOME, ROBERTO CAVALLIHOME 

Korea Distributor License


- From 2010 to present, retention of Shanghai VERSACE HOME, 

DOLCEGABBANNA CASA, BENTLY HOME, ETRO 

HOME,ROBERTO CAVALLI HOME Copyright License

Past

Founder of Corp. LGS (DOLCE& GABBANNA CASA)


                    Corp. CGS (DOLCE& GABBANNA LOUNGE) 


                    Corp. SLAB (VERSACE HOME LOUNGE) 


                    Corp. LLHK (VERSACE HOME) 


                    Maison Hannam


                    Shanghai Taemyung Furniture (Production Factory)


                    Taemyung Furniture Company

Jang Hyunwoo
CEO

Academic Ability

Masters in Art History, Hongik University

Current

Canvas N Curator

Past

- Coordinator, Jeonbuk Province Art Museum


- Daegu National Children’s Science Museum,


Gyeongsangbuk-do Forest Science Museum,


- more Planned multiple permanent exhibitions


- Planned special exhibitions for multiple art


museums and galleries, including K Museum of Contemporary Art

Claire Noh

Curator
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Title / Name Background

Academic Ability

Master in Korean Art,  Dongduk Women’s University

Current

Canvas N Curator

Past

- Art&Science Project <Pulse Fiction> Planning 

- Permanent Exhibition and Special Exhibition Planning, Dongduk 

Women’s University Museum & Museum of Art 

- Special Exhibition Planning, Dongduk Art Gallery

Academic Ability

Master in Korean Art,  Dongduk Women’s University

Current

Canvas N Curator

Past

Special Exhibition Planning, Dongduk Art Gallery


Curator of Gallery KNOT


Special Exhibition Planning, Gallery KNOT


Lots of Solo Exhibition and Group Exhibition

Curator
Liv Hong

Curator
Dana Kyung

Curator
Cassie Kim

Academic Ability

Textile arts at department of formative arts,


Ewha women’s university

Current

Canvas N Curator

Past

Newsin media columnist


Curator at Insa art plaza gallery


Curator at dohl gallery


Curator at Park ryu Sook gallery


Curator at Lee sang art gallery
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Title / Name Background

Designer

Jinny Oh
Canvas N Designer

Majoring Visual Information Design, Kongju National University

Management

Sam Kim
Canvas N Manager

Majoring Economics and Trade, 
Kyungpook University

Anna Cho
Canvas N Manager

Majoring Korean Language and 
Literature, Duksung Women’s  
University 

Jessica Yoo
Canvas N Manager

Majoring Korean Language and 
Literature, Duksung Women’s University 

Smith Sin
Canvas N Manager

Majoring Trade, Yeungnam University 
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Title / Name Background

Partner

Vice President /

New Media Director

Hocheol Hong

- Animation and Game Art Director, Taewon entertainment

- Tangible Contents, Metaverse, Digital Contents Convergence 
Expert

- CG Supervisor for about 100 movies, TV shows, and 
advertisements

- 2009 Master plan and general management of tangible contents 
establishment for ‘Marvel Theme Park,’ ‘K-Wave Exhibition,’ ‘Panta 
VR,’ ‘VR Live,’ ‘Happy Villain’s Theme Park,’ and more

Vice President /

Producer

Youngjin Seo

- Board Member, Global Talent Agency

- Board member, Moive-making Studio

- Participated in the distribution of several movies, including 
‘Painted Skin,’ 

   ‘A Chinese Ghost Story,’ Scandal Makers,’ etc.

- Mutual promotion of NHL Character business with Stan Lee, 
Marvel Establisher 
- Global Contents Sourcing Business

Movie Director

Jaehan Lee

- Majored in Movies, NYU

- 1998 Debut with ‘The Cut Runs Deep’

- Directed ‘A Moment to Remember,’ ‘Saying good-bye, oneday,’ ‘71: 
Into the Fire,’ ‘The Third Way of Love,’ ‘Battle of Incheon,’ and other 
domestic/overseas movies

- Directed ‘Top Spot’

VFX Director

Youngjeong Park

- CG Supervisor, ‘The Uprising’

- 2007 Entered Chinese CG market via ‘Kinomotive’

- Mutual establisher, MAS

- Major works: ‘Monkey King,’ ‘Air Strike’, ‘Young

Detective Dee: Rise of the Sea Dragon’, ‘Narcopolis,’ and more

Director /

VFX supervisor

Minseong Shin

- Expert supervisor, Mix Film, Kiomotive, Inster

- Supervisor for ‘Okja,’ ‘Mongkey King,’ ‘Air Strike,’ ‘Young Detective 
Dee: Rise of the Sea Dragon,’ ‘Space Sweepers,’ ‘Vanguard,’ ‘Grid’
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Title / Name Background

CTO

Sewon Park
- Current CEO of Allabit : Defective Solution Development


- Establishment of Mobile Driver License System in 2020


- Establishment of Livestock Tracking System in 2019


- 2017 Kickstarter Launch (Seat AI)


- Holding a large number of patent items

Advisor

Doyeon Kim
- Chief Curator of Gana Art

Lead Researcher

Yoonsoo Jeong
- Current lead researcher of Allabit


- Participate in a number of tasks, including Canvas N's 

marketplace and administrator pages


- Milkomeda N minting site production and Solidarity 

preparation, manage minting and airdrop


- SmartContract Creation (ERC72) Contract API (Java) 

distribution, web3.js Miminting demo site provided

Senior Researcher

Taeyoung Woo

- Current senior researcher of Allabit


- Web development in SW development/ Has a number 

of experience in JSP, Spring Boot, and Spring Security


- Manager of many blockchain platforms and responsible 

for API development

Partner
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Statements of Caution for Predicted Information


Predictable assertions about the project's future, prospects for the future, etc. can be 

found in the specific representations in this white paper. Future forecasts are subject to a 

number of risks and uncertainties. Also, these claims lack historical foundation and can be 

distinguished by phrases like "guess," "expect," and "expect." This white paper and other 

publications contain these forward-looking statements. Future outcomes, performances, 

and accomplishments of the affiliates of the Gallery ("Company") on the canvas are 

among the forward-looking statements included in this white paper, although they are not 

the only ones. Nothing in this document is expressed or guaranteed by the Company. The 

Company is not liable in any way, either legally or morally, for any choice you make or 

deed you do.



No Legal Interpretation Allowed


This publication does not contain any information that might be considered legal, 

financial, or financial advice. You are responsible for upholding your own duty of care and 

adhering to all applicable local laws in your area governing virtual assets, securities, and 

other matters.



Access is Not Permitted in Restricted Locations


Local legal or regulatory regulations may forbid or restrict access to this text by certain 

categories of people in certain places or by specific individuals in other places. Make sure 

your local prerequisites are met before viewing this text. Any individual who accesses this 

material in a location where doing so is illegal or banned by law is not subject to liability 

from the Company..



Act against Money Laundering (AML)


Users must certify that they won't use GalleryCoin and other derivatives for any type of 

money laundering, illicit currency exchanges, or other prohibited activities. You should be 

aware that other derivatives that are similar cannot be directly or indirectly sold or 

disposed of in order to launder money. You acknowledge that this is true by reading the 

article.

8. Disclaimer
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A Release of Responsibility


Companies and affiliates provide their services, coins, and platforms "as-is" and "available." 

There is no express or implied warranty regarding the availability, suitability, correctness, or 

completeness of the pertinent services offered by the Business. expressly disclaims any 

responsibility for any mistakes, delays, or omissions in the coin platforms and related 

services that the Company and its affiliates provide, as well as any responsibility for any 

actions that may be made in reliance thereon. Also, we hereby inform you that the White 

Paper is your responsibility and that we do not guarantee or commit to anything in it.



Potential Risks


To explicitly recognize and assess the risks described in this section, obtain, hold, and use 

coins. In the event of an actual incident, one of these risks or uncertainties could have a 

substantial effect on the company's financial situation, operational outcomes, and future 

prospects. You can end up losing all or some of the coin's value in this scenario. These 

dangers are not constrained.



Language


Translations into other languages are possible for the document


The Korean translation is considered to be the absolutely correct version if there is a 

discrepancy caused by a translation into another language.



The document's correctness and integrity are not guaranteed by CANVASN GALLERY PTE. 

LTD.("Company"). Additionally, while the Company will use all reasonable efforts to 

accomplish the goals outlined below, in the event of an uncertain environment, such goals 

could be amended or not accomplished altogether. In addition to the aforementioned 

warning, there are other risks associated with the GalleryCoin-related business provided by 

Canvas N, including technical risks, coin risks, unanticipated defects, and security 

concerns. You could suffer harm or loss as a result of any such risks or additional, 

uncontrollable causes.




